
Goal Rebounder
Engineering Project



Define the problem
The problem we are trying to solve with this design is not having to 
get the soccer ball every time we shoot it at the goal. To develop this 
design we will create a rebounder that will rebound the ball back to 
you once it hits the goal after you shoot. We want to design our 
prototype so that you don't have to waste time getting the ball every 
time you shoot and you can spend more time practicing. The purpose 
of our design is to help other people by saving time and energy. 
Instead of having to get the ball when you shoot, the ball will come 
back to you. You can keep shooting and don't have to spend time 
going to get the ball. 



 ResearchResource one:

"5 Best Ways to Use a Soccer Rebounder." Open Goal 
USA,https://opengoaaalusa.com/blogs/news/5-best-ways-to-use-a-soccer-rebounder-1. 
Accessed 22 December 2021.

Summary of information gained from resource:

A rebounder is a soccer training equipment tool. Some rebounders are made out of 
polyester net to help the ball bounce back higher. Also some are made out of polyethylene 
to make the ball bounce back lower. 

Resource two:

"How to Buy a Soccer Rebounder." Dicks Sporting Goods, 
https://protips.dickssportinggoods.com/sports-and-activities/soccer/buy-soccer-reboun
ders. Accessed 22 December 2021.

Summary of information gained from resource: 

The rebounder should be strong, sturdy, and withstand kick after kick. The net should 
have good weather qualities. The net should be tight knit to create a better reaction. 
Springs and bungees can both be used. 



           Research continued
Resource 3: 

"Methods of Net Attachment.” Kwik Goal, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iwcFO6RMQ5A. 
Accessed 22 December 2021.

We could use velcro to attach the net to the goal. We could also try using bungee 
net fasteners. Another thing we could use to attach the net is net attachment 
straps. 

Resource 4: 

Vega, Fabian. Personal interview. 19 January 2022.

We interviewed our soccer Coach Fabian Vega, and asked him “How do you think the 
rebounder will improve our training?” He said, It will help with your first touch 
and help with striking and controlling the ball in the air and on the ground. The 
second question we asked was, “Would this be helpful to use?” He said, It will be 
extremely helpful to use to be a great soccer player. The final question we asked 
him was, “Would you recommend this as a coach?” He said,  Yes, he would recommend it 
as a coach.



Requirements and Constraints 
Requirements

● Rebounds ball back to you
● Lasts in different weather conditions 
● Is durable and sturdy 

  Constraints
● Velcro or bungee cords
● Polyester net
● Mini soccer goal



Requirements and Constraints continued
We feel the rebounder needs to meet the following requirements. It 
needs to rebound/bounce the ball back to you when you kick the ball 
into it. It needs to withstand weather conditions. It needs to be 
durable and not break when balls are kicked into it. Another 
requirement is when you shoot the ball at the rebounder it should 
stay tight. We are limited to using a mini soccer goal instead of a full 
size goal because buying netting and fasteners for a full size goal 
would be expensive. 



    Create Alternative Solutions
We will place the goal on the grass with the rebounder attached to it. 
We will kick the ball at the rebounder to test how well it will rebound 
back to us. We will also use the hose to spray water to simulate rain. 
We will leave the goal rebounder out in the sun to see how it holds up 
to UV light. We will also use a leaf blower to see how the goal 
rebounder will hold up to wind. 



Design ranking: 6/9
Effectiveness:
When you kick the ball at the goal rebounder it rebounded 
back
but the rebounder moved. It lasted and held strong in the sun, 
wind, and rain. 

Design ranking: 8/9
Effectiveness:
We used stakes to stake it down so it would not move 
when you kick the ball at it. Everything else stayed 
the same.



           Design Ranking: 6/9
We used zip ties instead of 
bungee net fasteners. The zip 
ties did not rebound the ball 
back as well as the bungee 
fasteners. The zip ties are also 
not reusable and require a 
cutter to remove. Everything 
else stayed the same.



Choose Best Solution

Blueprint

Materials list
1. 7mm polyester hex mesh net

2. SKLZ pro mini soccer sports 
net and goal

3. Dewalt 20v max handheld 
blower

4. Mini foam soccer ball

5. Hose

6. Bungee net fasteners

7. 4 L shaped stakes

8. 1 U shaped stake

9. Tape measure

10. Zip ties



Development Work & Prototype Construction
Prototype Development & Construction:

Step 1. Gather materials

Step 2. Measure the goal

Step 3. Measure the fabric to match the dimensions of the goal

Step 4. Cut the fabric net

Step 5. Stretch the net across the goal while attaching with the bungees

Step 6. Place stakes in the front and back of the goal 

Testing Procedures:

Step 1. Gather materials

Step 2. Test strength by kicking ball at rebounder

Step 3. Examined if rebounder moved

Step 4. Used hose to spray water on rebounder to simulate rain

Step 5. Left rebounder in sun for 24 hours to see if damaged by UV light.



Development Work & Prototype Construction Continued
Step 6. Used a leaf blower to simulate wind blowing against the rebounder

Step 7. Re-examined rebounder to check effects of wind and rain.

Test and Redesign
Prototype 1
The rebounder did well and held strong when we sprayed water. It also did well 
when we left it in the sun and used the blower to simulate wind. We need to add 
stakes to hold it down so when we kick the ball the rebounder won’t move. 
Prototype 2
Everything was kept the same as prototype 1 except we added stakes to keep it from 
moving. The stakes were effective at keeping the rebounder from moving. For 
prototype 3 we are going to try to use zip ties instead of bungee net fasteners to 
see if zip ties will work better.
Prototype 3
The zip ties did not work well. The zip ties did not hold the net as tight. They 
are also not reusable. For the final prototype, we will go back to using bungee 
net fasteners. 



Final Prototype
We found that our second prototype worked best. For our final 
prototype we are going to use bungee net fasteners to attach the net 
to the goal. Also we will use stakes to stake it to the ground so it 
won’t move.

Final Prototype 
Blueprint



Final Design



We noticed that when we kick a ball in the goal you have to go get the 
ball. It's exhausting having to go back and forth, so we came up with the idea 
of creating our own soccer rebounder. We will get more reps in and save a lot 
more time, rather than wasting your energy. 

We feel our rebounder needs to rebound the ball back to you, and it needs 
to last in all weather conditions including, rain, heat, sun, and wind. Also 
it needs to hold strongly and not move or break when we kick the ball into it.

In prototype 1 we realized that when you kick the ball at the goal, the 
goal would move. For our solution we added four L shaped stakes in the front, 
and a large U shaped stake in the back to keep it from moving. It was 
successful. 

Our final prototype is the best because it meets all of our requirements. 
It lasts in all weather conditions, it rebounds the ball back to you, and it 
is very durable.

The unique features of our goal rebounder is it can easily be 
attached/reattached to the goal. It is very sturdy and does not break easily. 
You can leave it outside and it is not affected by weather conditions. 

Proposal


